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Abstract The study and practice of law are intrinsically interdisciplinary.  Legal inquiries 
and problems typically involve, and their resolutions turn upon, economic analysis, business
expertise, psychology, industrial behavior, and so forth.  Increasingly, the problems addressed
by law extend deeply into information, biological and physical sciences, and include a 
significant international or multinational dimension.  Research universities are an especially
suitable academic environment in which to prepare for the practice of law because of the 
multiple opportunities for meaningful interdisciplinary study and exchange and because of 
their strong traditions of cosmopolitanism and anti-parochialism.
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Introduction

It is the task of law schools to produce lead-
ers as well as lawyers, to serve as gate-
keepers of high professional and ethical

standards, and to train lawyers who will be 
capable of contending with legal, policy and
social developments in all areas of human en-
deavor.  The goal of legal education is gradu-
ates who will bring to bear on complex issues 
and problems in all aspects of life superior 
analytical skills and sound judgment in seek-
ing ethically appropriate solutions respectful
of the rights of all. 

Unlike most other graduate disciplines, a
law school’s curriculum tends to be organized 
by broadly defined societal problems.  For
example, law schools offer classes in human
rights, antitrust, corporate governance, inter-
national law, intellectual property, law and
medicine, Internet law, dispute resolution, law
and biotechnology, and so forth.  And precisely
because of its problem-based organization, the
law curriculum (just like law practice) draws
naturally and heavily on other disciplines in 
the pursuit of its inquiries.  Many law classes, 
for example, are enriched enormously by eco-
nomics-based inquiries, others by cultural or 
area studies, others by the arts and sciences, 
others by psychology or industrial behavior,

and so forth.  The reverse also can be true,
even if the relationship is not as deep.  Science, 
engineering and the arts increasingly interface
with intellectual property law, cultural stud-
ies and political science interface with inter-
national law, medicine interfaces with torts,
education with disability law, and so forth.

In a major research university setting, 
these synergies can be pursued and delivered
to law students in a variety of ways.  Joint de-
gree programs and research park internships 
for students are two examples; collaborative
research opportunities and cross-disciplinary 
symposia for faculty are two more.  There
are other ways as well:  university-based law 
schools regularly cross-list in their law cur-
riculum and encourage law students to enroll 
in non-law classes that are directly relevant
to the practice of law and/or to the societal 
problems law students are likely to confront
as jurists and civic leaders. 

Similarly, law professors at university-
based law schools often offer advanced classes
outside of the law school – e.g., intellectual
property for scientists and engineers, human 
research principles for medical students and
others – not only to enrich the curriculums
of these other disciplines, but to enrich the 
scholarship, teaching and intellectual pursuits 
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of law professors.  University-based law
schools often make joint appointments with 
other leading university departments of legal
scholars who hold advanced degrees in other 
disciplines and whose non-law specialties in-
fluence their legal scholarship and teaching 
(and vice versa). 

In truth, the potential avenues of collabo-
ration and exchange between law and other 
disciplines are as abundant as the ingenuity 
of the faculties involved.

University-based law schools also are 
equipped uniquely to contend with two
additional developments likely to have a 
profound impact on legal education and law
practice:  the internationalization of law, and
the increasing relevance to law and legal inquiry 
of the subject matters of science and technology.

With respect to the former, the world has 
now experienced well over three decades during
which geographic and political boundaries
no longer constrain in a significant way the 
flow of commerce or the practice of law.
Transnational law practice is commonplace,
law harmonization efforts are prolific, and
developing economies the world over are 
moving toward the rule of law.  Although the 
demand for legal services in highly developed
economies has contracted somewhat after
years of significant growth, the demand for 
legal services in developing economies is
booming and likely will continue to grow as 
national barriers to trade in services decline.  

These trends demand that legal education
increasingly equip new lawyers with a deep
appreciation and awareness of different 
cultures, different legal traditions, different
expectations, and different notions of truth and 
justice.  Former Duke University President
Nan Keohane has observed that major
research universities have been “stubbornly” 
cosmopolitan throughout their history, and
that they have served as one of “the most
effective forces for breaking down parochialism 
and isolationism.”  It is difficult to conceive of 
an educational setting more conducive than a 
major research university to the exploration
of the internationalization of law and legal
inquiry.

At the same time, law and legal inquiry
are becoming increasingly science-dependent 
and interdisciplinary.  Courtroom practice 
today regularly involves scientific proof and 
counter-proof and extended testimony and
evaluation by expert witnesses.  Regulatory
and policy decisions of great importance to our
environment, to our health, and to our security
hinge more and more on questions of cutting-
edge science and technology.  Industries
unknown to the world only a decade ago 
today exploit the advances of basic research
in the biological sciences and information 
technologies, and this development, in turn, has
given new dimension and prominence to the 
law of intellectual property.  In 2001, the U.S.
National Research Council published a report 
declaring “A Convergence of Science and Law.”
This title captures nicely the rich intermingling
of these fields that has occurred since. 

No curricular or programmatic innovation
ever will substitute for the analytical thinking, 
sound judgment, and high ethics with which law
students must approach all of the problems and
challenges they will confront as lawyers.  But if 
legal education is going to keep pace with the
internationalization of legal practice and the
increasing intermingling of science and law, law 
schools must endeavor to provide law students 
with more interdisciplinary classes, more joint
degree opportunities, more faculty with cross-
disciplinary scholarly interests, more faculty
with joint appointments in other disciplines,
and more faculty of different nationalities.  A 
world-class research university is an especially
important and conducive environment
for the pursuit of these innovations.

Addendum
Following are representative examples

of what leading U.S. law schools have said 
in their websites and recruiting brochures 
about the importance of the cross-disciplinary
programmatic integration their on-campus
location permits: 

“[Law Practice today demands] that
legal education facilitate cross-disciplinary
preparation in other professional fields. . . .
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Penn has created a cross-disciplinary program
that is unrivaled among leading law schools. . . .  
At Penn you can enhance your legal education 
through a joint program or simply by taking
classes in other departments. . . .  We are most
fortunate to be near all of the Graduate and 
Professional Schools on the Penn campus.”

“The hallmark of a first-rate legal education
is its recognition of the need for lawyers to
think across disciplines.  [At Duke, the law 
school] jointly sponsors numerous academic
and professional programs with other graduate
and professional schools on campus.”

The University of Michigan Law School is 
“the international center for interdisciplinary
legal scholarship and teaching. . . .  [N] other
law school has done more than Michigan to 
advance the interdisciplinary movement.”  

“Law does not exist in a vacuum . . . [O]ne 
cannot study law as if it were a self-contained 
world unto itself.  The other disciplines [on 
the University of Chicago campus] give us the
tool kit to understand how the law works in 
the world.”

At Harvard we strive to admit a student
body composed of “students who want to create
a life for themselves in which they will benefit 
not only [from] legal knowledge and skills but 
[from] other departments and programs at
Harvard. . . .  Each year professors from other
parts of Harvard University . . . contribute
their special skills and knowledge to the
richest curriculum in the nation.HarHhh”

The University of Minnesota Law School 
trains lawyers to “tackle problems that obey no
disciplinary borders.  Whether you participate 
in one of our formal degree programs, study
under faculty with joint appointments in 
law and another discipline, or simply take
a course or two in another department, we
encourage [Minnesota law students to take 
full advantage of the university].”

“Iowa’s students benefit from the serious 
commitment the College of Law places on 
interdisciplinary study.”

The University of Southern California 
School of Law is “a national leader in
interdisciplinary legal education.”

“At Ohio State’s Moritz College of Law your
education will not be confined to the Drinko Law
Building.  The university offers wide-ranging
opportunities for interdisciplinary studies.”

The University of Illinois College of Law
“capitalizes on the University’s depth of 
resources by offering multiple joint degree and 
[other interdisciplinary programs].”

Washington University’s “law school is
part of a world-class university campus that 
values interdisciplinary work.”

At the University of California’s Boalt Hall 
School of Law “interdisciplinary approaches
are incorporated into much of  the curriculum, 
which includes [co-taught] classes in law and 
such other disciplines as business, economics, 
history, literature, natural resources, 
philosophy, psychology, public policy, sociology
[etc.].”

“The University of Wisconsin Law School
offers one of the oldest and most extensive
interdisciplinary programs in the nation.”

“The University of Washington encourages 
students to take full advantage of the 
university’s unique position as a leading
research institution.  The breadth of programs
available in conjunction with the University’s 
Graduate School will satisfy most every
academic interest.”

“Motivated by the growing management/
social science needs of attorneys and the 
increasingly intricate legal needs of society,
the University of Pittsburgh School of 
Law offers several joint-degree [and other 
interdisciplinary] programs that provide
rigorous integrated training effectively merging
law and a number of allied fields.”  

“Stanford Law School is part of one of the
world’s leading research institutions providing
rich opportunities for interdisciplinary
cooperation.”

“Take the myriad of opportunities offered
by a large public university, Michigan State
University, and put them together with the
community and traditions of a well-respected,
century-old law college, Detroit College of 
Law, and the result is a legal education that is
innovative, challenging, and exciting. . . .  The 
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impressive, self-contained [MSU-DCL] law 
college building sits in the middle of MSU’s
beautiful campus, and MSU-DCL students
have all the rights and privileges of MSU
students.  You can enhance your law program 
by taking graduate courses throughout the
university and choosing from the variety of 
[interdisciplinary] activities available at MSU.”

Joint degrees, joint faculty, joint programs 
and lectures, cross-listed classes, centers for 
interdisciplinary study and other forms of 
collaborative research are only some of the 
interdisciplinary activities available at these 
law schools.  Many of the schools also extend
their interdisciplinary initiatives to clinics
and externship opportunities. 

For example, several university law schools
have Family Law and/or Child Advocacy
Clinics in conjunction with Schools of Sociology
or Social Work (e.g., Indiana-Bloomington,
Washington University).  Cornell’s law school
adds its Graduate School of Management to
this mix to create interdisciplinary teams 
that help child-care providers with their
entrepreneurial and legal needs.  Penn 
State Law has an International Economic
Development Clinic in conjunction with 
the University’s Humanitarian Engineering 
program and Business School.  Several other 
law schools operate Environmental Law
Clinics in conjunction with their university’s 
Schools of Natural Resources or Environmental 
Engineering (e.g., Colorado, Georgia,
Michigan, Minnesota, Virginia, Washington 
University, William and Mary); others operate

Intellectual Property and Entrepreneurial 
Clinics and Externships in conjunction with 
their university Business Schools, Technology 
Transfer Offices, Information Sciences Schools
and/or University Research Parks (e.g., USC,
Illinois, Virginia

The University of Southern California’s
Interdisciplinary Law Journal is almost 30
years old; its six Centers for Interdisciplinary 
activities (Communications Law and Policy,
Law and Economics, Law and History and 
Culture, Law and Politics, Health Policy
and Ethics, and, Intellectual Property Law
and Policy) all are more than 10 years old.  
The University of Minnesota Law School 
runs a Consortium on Law and Values in 
Health, Environmental and Life Sciences that 
includes faculty and students from 14 different 
university departments.  Notre Dame’s Law
School invites professors and students from
throughout the university to several colloquia 
each year on interdisciplinary topics.  The
University of Wisconsin Law School’s Institute 
for Legal Studies has been actively coordinating 
interdisciplinary programs, research and
degrees for its law school since 1985.

Law schools strive to admit classes that are
composed of students with multiple different
interests and aspirations, and the availability
of a meaningful range of interdisciplinary 
activities helps explain both the success of 
top law schools in consistently recruiting
top students and why those law schools 
emphasize their interdisciplinary activities so
prominently on their websites and in their
recruiting materials.
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